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Dreams and Dreaming: Expanding the Paradigm 
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The Dreaming is always present, like an aura around the objects and events we call everyday life. Some 

Aboriginal peoples describe the Dreaming in terms of the dark side of the moon… silently shimmering next to 

the more apparent bright side…notice... Every time you feel a bit sleepy,  have what you might call an intuition 

or sudden fantasy, sense a slight moodiness, or feel strange sensations in your body, you are Dreaming in the 

daytime. Jung and Freud would have spoken of the Dreaming in terms of the subconscious or unconscious 

mind.                                 Arnold Mindell, Dreaming While Awake. Hampton Roads Publishing  
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Daydreams… condemn the imagination… to flee from difficulties, to involve one in wish- fulfilling 
fantasies, to fill up the voids… 
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Hallucinations …deal with external material and perceptual reality… the individual is unable   to 
recognize image as image and external perception as perception… not permitting imaginal 

awareness to exist 
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Waking Dreams are not just experiences of a dreamlike character receive while awake, but an 
  experience of imagination  undertaken with a certain quality or attitude of awareness… to relate  
daily life to the vision [whose] images [are] guides in this relationship 
                       Mary Watkins, Waking Dreams   https://mary-watkins.net/waking-dreams/ 
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Images, Contemplation, Waking Dreams  The imaginal resists being known except on its own 
terms. Image requires image. Image evokes image    Mary Watkins, Waking Dreams 
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Idols are useful psychological catalysts and intermediaries in the human inner journey. Images 
“bridge between the inner world of the mind, [the archetypal] and the outer world of material reality“    
                   Aristotle 
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Sacred Objects: In the year that King Uzziah died, I saw YHWH sitting on a throne, high and lifted 

up, and the train of Whose robe filled the temple. Above it stood seraphim; each one had six wings: 

with two they covered their faces, with two their feet, and with two they flew. And one cried to another, 

saying: Holy, holy, holy is YHWH of Hosts; The whole earth is filled the Presence 
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Stained Glass  The earliest examples of stained glass were done for the nascent Christian church in 

the 2nd–3rd centuries CE; the heyday of religious stained glass took place between the 12th and 17th 

centuries. Stained glass windows developed as a theologically important art form– a way to convey to 

the masses things the church wanted them to see, internalize, and understand, including Jesus’ birth, 



death on the cross and resurrection. Also depicted in the artistic scenes were the lives of  various Saints 

to inspire people struggling in their own Christian journeys  Light from outside would shine through the 

colorful windows at different angles throughout the day, enthralling people inside by their shifting 

designs and colors Oftentimes, these would be called the church’s “windows to the 

heavens.”    www.cumberlandstainedglass.com/why-stained-glass-windows-are-omnipresent-in-churches 
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Icons Primordial Christianity included a system of self-transformation that led to theosis, the 

dissolution of the individual self in the Godhead. This contemplative system, called hesychasm  

or "the tradition of inner stillness," consisted of meditative practices… of self-transformation and self-

transcendence.      Icons are imprinted with the conscious states their hesychastic artists attained … 

they vibrate with the archetypal energies associated with saints and their prototypes, the earlier gods. 

Like painted sutras, icons contain nonverbal information that can lead to theosis.  

"What the word transmits through the ears, painting shows through the image"      St. Basil the Great 

Olga Luchacova & Kenneth Johnson. “Icons: Windows to the Divine” 
https://www.theosophical.org/publications/quest-magazine/1433-icons-windows-to-the-divine 
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SURREALISM (1924 to 1941an avant-garde movement born in Paris. Its goal: to liberate the 

unconscious, to enrich waking reality with our dream life, the “Surreal,” neglected 50% of 
existence . Their resulting art and thought expanded the  bounds of perception while challenged 
conformism and budding European authoritarianism. The surrealist experience involved psychic 
disturbance, a "convulsive beauty" generated by the startling images and the analogies they created 

in the mind of the viewer. “Surrealistic Cinema”  http://cinecollage.net/surrealism.html 
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VIDEO GAME PLAY AND LUCID DREAMS: Implications for the Development of Consciousness.  
… several potential indicators of consciousness development, including and especially lucid dreaming 
frequency, were examined as a function of video game play. In the first study, high video game 
players were more likely to report lucid dreams, observer dreams, and dream control when dream 
recall frequency and motion disorientation during play were controlled  
     Jayne Gackenbach, Dreaming, 16(2), 96–110 
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Dreaming the World Anew:    https://youtube/Qweit8izVOg 
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Seeding a Waking Dream –Dr Leslie Ellis (https://drleslieellis.com) 

Settle into your chair. Feel the weight of your body sink down into the support of the ground; shift 

around until you feel grounded, and comfortable.Gently turn your attention inward. Just notice how 

you are feeling. Is there anything in your internal space that can be set aside for now. Ask: is there 

anything between me and feeling good, clear and present? Start to move any distractions -- things 

you need to do later, worries, concerns, anything that doesn’t need to be here right now – move them 

out of your body one by one. You can put them on an imaginary shelf, in a box, in a natural setting, on 

the floor beside you… whatever feels right to you.   

  Once you have set aside what first comes up, check inside again -- is there is anything more you 

might clear aside for now. I’ll be silent for a minute or two as you continue to clear your internal space. 

When this feels complete, once again check in. Notice the space you have opened, perhaps breathe 

https://youtube/Qweit8izVOg


into it and see if there is now more room in there, more ease or lightness. Into the cleared space, 

invite a living image to form. Allow it to arrive spontaneously and welcome whatever comes. It may 

arrive fully-formed or slowly resolve into an image. Just allow it to fill in the empty space you have 

opened. Gently set aside any thoughts that might want to dismiss or discount the image. Let your 

attention instead be focused on the living image itself with open curiosity… as if the image was 

completely unknown but of tremendous value. 

When the image begins to solidify, allow more details to fill in. Notice what is particularly unique about 

this image. Take in as much as you can about the image and its environment. What kind of landscape 

is it in? Can your other senses offer anything more – sounds, smells, temperature, weather?  

Can you place yourself in this dreamscape? Is it possible to interact with the living image? (ie via 

speaking with it, or internal silent dialogue? By touch? Is there something it wants from or for you?) 

As much as possible, allow the image its autonomy and let the scene unfold further.  

                When it feels complete, write it down, and treat it as you would a night dream 
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Vision is the Art of Seeing What is Invisible….         Jonathan Swift 

The Future Belongs to Those Who Believe in the Beauty of Dreams.             Eleanor Roosevelt 

 

 

 


